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This invention relates generally to therapeutic 
appliances, and relates more particularly to 
respirator apparatus or appliances of this char 
acter for use as an aid in improving pulmonary 
and systemic circulation and in the treatment of 
various ailments. - 
The apparatus in which this invention is em 

bodied consists of a rigid two-part shell which 
may be of any suitable material, such as a trans 
parent plastic or the like. Theparts of the shell, 
when ?tted together, surround the chest, and 
rubber seals or sheet bands are used to close off 
the openings against the body. This shell is then 
connected by a hose to a mechanical power unit, 
including a bellows, which is driven by an elec 
tric motor. This motor driven bellows drives air 
into and draws air from the shell through the 
hose, and creates alternately a negative and a 
positive pressure of air surrounding the chest, 
and the cycle may be synchronized with the 
patient’s breathing. This has the effect of ex 
panding the chest, when a negative pressure is 
created, causing the patient to inhale, and of 
compressing the chest, when a positive pressure is 
created, causing the patient to exhale. By suit 
ably controlling the valves of the motor-driven 
pump mechanism, the breathing pulsations can 
be made so that the breathing will occur without 
effort, that is, the pulsations are timed to suit 
the respiratory rate of the patient, or the valves 
may be so controlled as to secure any other de 
sired pulsation cycle having different breathing 
characteristics. It is therefore an object of the 
invention to provide a device having the above 

characteristics. 
The parts of the shell are provided with a suit 

able seal between their adjacent edges, and it 
is necessary to also provide air seals between the 
arm and neck openings and the adjacent por 
tions of the patient’s body; and it is another ob 
ject of the invention to provide an improved neck 
seal which is so constructed and arranged that 
it can be easily ?tted to the neck of the patient, 
and may be adjusted to various neck sizes. 
Another object is to provide a comfortable neck 

seal so that the patient experiences no discom 
fort even though remaining in the shell for pro 
tracted periods of time.‘ 
A still further object of the invention is to 

provide a neck seal which is substantially air 
tight against both inward and outward pres 
sures. 
These advantages result from the structural 

arrangement of the neck seal, which comprises 
two diaphragm-like portions, which are sealingly 
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2 
secured to the respective upper and lower parts 
of the shell about the neck opening. The free 
end parts of each diaphragm‘ extend-outwardly 
of the neck opening and. haveportions that are 
folded inwardly to form envelopes, and the sides 
are clipped together close to the patient’s neck 
and adjacent the shell. ' ‘ ' 

It is still another object of’ the invention to 
provide a neck or throat seal which is simple in 
construction and effective in its‘ functioning. ' 
The shell is made considerably larger than the 

size of the patient which it is designed to accom 
modate, so that such patient is in no manner re 
stricted or constricted. This shell extends to 
approximately the region of the patient’s dia 
phragm, or somewhat below the lower ribs. Thus, 
the chest region is completely surrounded by the 
rigid shell or casing, but other parts of the body 
are free. ' 
A shell of a given size is adapted to accommo 

date patients of various sizes, and it is, therefore, 
necessary to provide a waist seal which is adapted 
to be attached to different sized waists. 

It is another object of the invention to pro 
vide a waist seal which will cause chest respira 
tion and will not cause undesirable pressures on 
the patient’s waist or abdominal region. 
A further feature of the invention is to provide 

an arrangement of this character which may be 
secured to the patient without undue disturbance, 
and wherein the weight of the patient aids in 
effecting the seal. 
In order to provide the above objects and fea 

tures in the waist seal, said seal is constructed 
of two thin sheets of elastic material, such as 
rubber or other soft elastic material, which is 
impervious to air. One sheet is attached to the 
bottom portion of the shell, and is so arranged 
as to be extended longitudinally therefrom. The 
other sheet is attached to the upper half of the 
shell in such a way that when the shell is placed 
over the patient in registration with the lower 
half, the second mentioned sheetextends over the 
abdomen of the patient. The sides of the upper 
sheet are tucked under the patient. The upper 
corners of the lower-sheet are then drawn tightly 
about the lower edge portion of the shell, and 
secured by suitable means. Thereafter, the sides 
of the lower sheet are brought up about the 
patient’s body, and the sheets then secured by 
a suitable belt or belts, there being one belt ad 
jacent the lower ends of the sheets, which is 
drawn about the patient’s body,and another belt 
which may be used about an intermediate portion 
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of the sheets. The tightness of these belts may 
be varied under various conditions. 
The invention also contemplates the use of an 

extension or abdominal shield which may be 
detachably secured to the lower end of the up 
per half of the shell, and which produces abdom 
inal respiration. 
In order that the advantageous features of the 

invention may be fully understood, a brief refer 
ence to certain! physiological ifacts concerning 
bodily cir'culatidn'lwill ‘be giveril. iThisi circula 
tion is governed in a large measure, by the same 
laws that control the flow of liquids in a closed 
system of cylindrical elastic tubes. Theheart 
changes its shape and position with eaeh‘breath. 1 

change in?‘ The movement .of the ribs andiith'e 
the elastic portion of the lungs are essential 

5 

to the proper functioning of ‘the‘pulm'onary'cir- ‘ 
culation. Further, proper diaphragmati'cliaction 
is important for the return flow of the venous 
bloqd- . . I ,. . 

The _circulatoryl'sy'sitein serves two primary 
purposes, the nourishment-0mm tissues and.‘ 
the removal ofwasté premiers. A'h'y. disturbance 
of “its functions injures" the tissues, even’ the 
heart muscle’ 'it's'e T, 'eit'h'er‘l by ‘gradual malnutri 
tlOll of b‘YVSIOW 'i'l'l't liica‘?bll; 
H'I‘he ‘heart; iunctionsvuto ‘distribute blood i and ' 

the diaphragmassists in venous return. Damage 
to cardiac'structure bi?intilér'ferencewithv the nor 
mal'exc'ursio'n of medispnragm has serious con 
sequences was indiyidual’siwell'being. It is a 
well-known fact ‘in physiology. that venous blood 
is drawn to the» right}'lside'“of';the heart by the 
increase in'negative thoraciclpressure during. in 
spiration, and the ‘downward movementor the 
diaphragm, and'i‘s'ineréa'se'd ‘asth‘e excursion be 
comes greater. Thisffiinctional‘value- is often 
lost through‘ disease, which‘leaves the patient 
in a condition .in which he cannot exercise this 
function ‘to "the extent of 'it‘s'"normal"value, hence 
ag‘g‘ravating'l?scondition; ‘ '_ g I V 

The actidn'of 'tnejpresentyqevise, as it a?ects 
circulation, can besummarizedl as followsi First, 
it'con‘trols" the ' movement, of-"the’ ribs and the 
do‘whwardbullof the‘ diaphragm, thereby con 
trolling'the' intra-jt ’ oracic negative pressure and 
in?uencing the ‘variant return. Second'it alter 
natély. changes the atmospheric pressure sur 
rounding? the ‘chest, to either. above" or below 
that iwhich"exis_tshover' the 
which rernain‘s'constant',‘ thereby assisting the 
?ow in the surface vessels upward and‘ down 
ward.‘ Third," with *ea‘c'hreduetionfof ‘the atmos 
ph'eriepressure ov'e'i' meanest; causin'g'an inhale, 
th'e 'rubben'b'aiids'“ over " the” abdomen" and ' arms 
perform afmass _ 
milking ‘the ~situate; ‘vessels and’ releasing them 
when‘ the‘ pressur‘efis ‘reversed; 
These three‘; influences, accomplished ‘mechan 

ical‘ly‘, but i without ' any-‘particular’ consciousness 
on the part of'th‘ef patient-give an=impetus to 

device‘has-a multiplicity 
of‘use’s.» For ir'istari'c‘(55inrespiratoryL failure, it-v 
the circulation‘; and'the‘ 

can‘ ' be used: as I‘ a; respirator; Ina surgery‘v it‘ is 
advantageous in“:post~surgical recovery.‘ or» shock, . 

In~ peripheral - 
or inv preesulrgeryl': preparation. 
vascular disease it may be used to‘ establish ‘col: 
lateral circulation’; In cardiac conditions; it may 
be used- as an aid; {in supplying-blood and oxygen 
to cardiacmuscles, andgit »;n1_ay. be used torelieve 

The» foregoing. are‘ butl splanchnic : congestion. 
a ‘ few; of- the~ uses ‘to 
beput.‘ _ _ 4,“ H ‘ 

Other objects and-advantages of theinvention 

hich the invention .- may 

rest of the torso and ‘ 

aginghn‘otioh‘ towardithe heart,‘ 
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'4 
will become apparent from the following part of 
the speci?cation, 
Referring to the drawings, which are for illus 

trative purposes only, 
Fig. 1 is a plan view of apparatus embodying 

the present invention arranged in a position for 
use on a bed, or the like, with the patient con 
?ned therein; 

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal vertical section taken 
on‘ line "2;?. ofl‘Fig. 1, shomng'the apparatus at 
that phase ‘of-?‘the= pulsation" oii operative cycle 
corresponding to an exhale; 

Fig. 3 is a View similar to Fig. 2 showing an 
other phaseof the apparatus, that is, under con 

) 'ditions corresponding to the inhale phase; 
Fig.. 4 ?is ‘aisim‘ilar view but showing the ap 

plication of the apparatus in a way to restrict 
pressure‘ pulsation‘ in the chest area of the 

/ patient; 

Fig. 5 is a transverse vertical section taken 

Fig. 61 is- al-transverse- vertical section taken. 
on line~6>—6 -of-'Fig; Z-shoWing-the arrangement 
of the- rubber sheetslor- aprons preparatory, to. 
securing-theIn-about the patient; 1 

Fig. '7 is a longitudinal vertical-sectional. view. 
showing, the pocket ~portion~of..-one of. the parts 
of the neck seal;- _ 

Fig- 8~is a view otthe apparatus .asseen from 

_ Fig. 9»is~averticalsection.taken-on.line 9—93 

Fig. 10 ‘is. a perspective viewof. .the. .shell with 
- abdominal. shield? attached. the extension. or 

’ thereto; and » 

Fig. 11 ‘is a-1fragmentary-longitudinal. vertical 
sectional view similar-t0 Figr-Z .illustratingthe ap 
paratus shown in Filer-.10; adjustedrionuse/ in sub~~ 
jecting the chest andi'stomachiregions of a patient 
to pressure'pulsations. 

Referring: . more 

thedevice coin-prisesa shell or jacket of relatively 
?ight weight, rigid; transparent‘ material, suchv as 
plastic, or the-like, .altheugh'any other suitable 
material- may. be‘ used.‘v ' 
back part or half-I'D‘, and-7a front part ‘or half ’I l, 
the back being. shaped 'to-iconfo'rm‘ to the human 
back for greater' comfort“ 
rated along. a partingpmne, 

between the adjacent‘ edges of-“saidlparts‘. The 
Sealing gasket may be generally U--shaped in 
cross-section, and attachedltovthe free edg'eof one 
of'the halves or‘ parts of'the shell, as- shown in Fig. 5. 
Means for securing .theparts of I‘the shell’ to 

gether is provided; " 
clamps l3’ positioned’ 
shown, there are- two shoulder clamps, and'a 
clampat each side adjacen'tthe lower-end of they 
assembléd‘shell. These clamps‘may be ofany 
well-known typeand',v ' 
character as to permit 
together. I 

_ The shellliprovides a=cavityor pressure cham 
ber- for reception?of- the upperiportion .of a. pa 
tients body, includingsthefshouldersand chest,‘ 
and‘the interior cavity of theshell‘is of consider 
ably larger sizev than the size: of :the patient for 
which-it \isdesigned', so‘ that r the patient’s body 
is fininoimanner restrictedor constricted bythe 
shell. If desired, diiferent sized shells maybe. 
providedgfor. the 'wholefrange of patient sizes and 
these shells may. be- nested, one! Within- the other, 
to‘ . facilitate transportation 

particularly. to_- the drawings, 

The shell comprises a_ 

The‘ parts are‘ sepa~ 
_ _ ‘ and-when assembled are sealed along, this. plane by‘ a1 sealing gasket l2? 

and T as .3 shown, comprises 
at suitable locations. As 

-i_f.-'desired, may; be of such. 
.quickvlocking of the parts‘ 

of the » devicesi- The: 
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shell also has arm, neck and waist openings l4, 
l5 and I6 respectively, each portion (front and 
back) of the shell having a part de?ning substan 
tially half of the respective openings. 
When treating a patient it is necessary for the 

arm, neck and waist openings to be sealed, and 
the present invention provides means for this 
purpose. The arm openings, as shown, are sealed 
by tubular members or sleeves l1, are formed of 
?exible material, which is substantially impervi 
ous to air, such as rubber or some rubber-like 
composition, and are resiliently attached at one 
end of respective ?anges 18 about the arm open 
ings M. The other end of the members I‘! is 
adapted to ?t about the arms l9 of the patient, 
and is brought into suitable sealing engagement 
with said arms by means of an elastic strap or ties 
2|], which are of rubber or the like, and are tight 
ened to provide the proper degree of construction. 
One end of each tie 20 is secured, by vulcanizing 
or the like, to the respective sleeves, and said ties 
are wound about the outer ends of said sleeves. 
The free ends of the ties 20 are disposed beneath 
one or more wrappings thereof to prevent acci 
dental loosening thereof. 
The means for sealing the neck opening, which 

is considered as being at the top or upper end of 
the shell, comprises a pair of flexible sheet-like 
parts 22 and 23 of rubber, or other suitable ma 
terial. The part 22 has its inner end portion se 
cured within the front shell part II along the 
neck opening l5 by means of a generally semi 
annular clamping member 24 attached adjacent 
the neck opening, screws 25 or the like being used 
for attaching the parts to the shell half H. The 
member 22 extends outwardly of the neck open 
ing l5, and its inner portion is reinforced so as 
to inhibit undue movement thereof under the in 
iluence of pressure pulsations. The end portion 
26 of the member 22 is turned or folded inwardly, 
as best shown in Fig. 9, and the side edges 21 are 
secured to the adjacent side edges of the main 
body of the sheet so as to form an inwardly open 
ing pocket 32 as shown in Fig. 'l, for a purpose to 
be hereinafter described. The lower member 23 
has its inner end portion similarly clamped by a 
semi-annular clamping member 28 attached to 
the body of the shell, adjacent the neck opening, 
by screws 29. The outer end portion of the mem 
ber 23 has a part 3!] which is folded inwardly and 
secured along its side edges in a manner similar 
to that of the part 26 of member 22. The pa 
tient’s neck, of course, extends through the neck 
opening and the seal is rendered fully effective 
by means of clamps 31, which are clamped at the 
sides of the members 22 and 23 adjacent the pa 
tient’s neck and adjacent the upper end of the 
shell, to provide the proper degree of construc 
tion without rendering the patient uncomfort 
able. The neck seal thus formed, is effective to 
prevent the passage of air either inwardly or out 
wardly of the neck opening. Inward pressure re 
sults when the pressure within the seal is below 
atmosphere and urges the parts 22 and 23 against 
the neck of the patient to prevent the entrance 
of air into the shell. When the pressure within 
the shell is above atmospheric pressure, there is 
outward pressure on the neck seal, and said pres 
sure causes separation of the envelope parts so 
that the inturn portions 26 and 30 are pressed 
against the neck of the patient and prevent the 
escape of air from the device. Thus there is pro 
vided a very effective neck opening seal which 
causes the patient no discomfort. 

If desired, a ?ange or bead 33 may be pro 
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6 
vided about the neck opening so that the edge 
thereof is rounded and smooth. 
Means for sealing the waist opening [6, which 

is considered as being at the bottom or lower 
end of the shell, comprises a pair of sheet-like 
aprons, indicated generally at 35 and 36, for the 
back and front shell parts respectively. The 
aprons are of rubber or other suitable material, 
and from ten to fourteen inches wide and of 
suf?cient length to extend to the lower end of 
the abdominal area. The upper edge portion of 
the rear apron 35 is disposed adjacent the lower 
end of the rear shell part l0 and is secured to 
said part along a limited intermediate section 
by means of a metal strip 31 and rivets 38. Ex 
tending laterally of the side edges of the apron 
35, adjacent the attached end, are oppositely ex 
tending resilient straps 39, each of which has a 
metallic eye or ring 4|] secured to the free end 
thereof, for a purpose to be hereinafter de 
scribed. Adjacent the lower or free end of the 
apron 35 is an elastic belt or strap 4| of rubber 
or the like, which is secured at an intermediate 
portion to the outer side of the apron 35 as by 
vulcanizing or the like. The length of the belt 
4| is substantially greater than the width of the 
apron 35 so that said belt may be passed about 
the body of the patient and secured. It is to be 
noted that one end of the belt 4| is provided 
with a metallic eye or ring 42, for use in secur 
ing the ends of said belt together. There is also 
provided an intermediate belt 43 of similar ma 
terial, and said belt is secured at an intermediate 
part to the outer side of the apron 35 by vulcan 
izing, or the like. The belt 43 is also provided 
with a metallic eye or ring indicated at 44. 
The front apron 36 is secured at a central 

portion of its upper edge to the lower edge por 
tion of the front shell member I l, by means of a 
plate 45 and screws 46. The end portions of the 
plate 45 are turned outwardly to form hooks 41. 
The front half ll of the shell is provided with 

an opening 50, which may be described as being 
generally of keyhole shape, and is adapted to de 
tachably receive a ?tting 5| of well-known char 
acter, which is attached to a ?exible air hose 52, 
leading from a suitable pumping mechanism 53. 
This pumping mechanism is of known type so that 
no further description thereof is deemed to be 
necessary. 

If desired, a hole 54 similar to hole 50, may be 
provided in the rear shell 10, so that the ?tting 
5| may be attached to the back of the shell un 
der certain conditions of use, as when it is neces 
sary for the patient to lie face downward. One 
of the openings 50, 54, is closed by a plate 55 se 
cured to the respective shell portion by screws 
56. In the drawings, the hole 54 is shown as 
thus closed by the plate 55 inasmuch as the hose 
52 is shown as being connected to the front shell 
portion H. However, should the opening 54 be 
used for the hose connection, the opening 50 
would be closed instead. 
As above described, all of the opening seals are 

provided with their adjustable clamps and resili 
ent ties and belts so that each may be secured 
about the respective arm, neck and waist mem 
bers with just the right amount of pressure or 
constriction. The sealing bands of the arm and 
waist seals are adjusted so that, with the proper 
adjustment of the mechanism 53, to give the de 
sired bellows pressures, each positive pressure 
pulsation will lift the resilient sealing bands 
with the result that a small amount of air escapes 
under the bands on each positive pressure pul 
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asation. 'I-‘Thus, on eaelripos-itivepulsation; asiriall 
amount of the airQIand: amorresponding Fraction 
loft-the- :positivei-pressure; iescaape-f under i‘theli'arm 
"and: waist ‘seals. This =' serves the‘ :double "purpose 
roffirelievingi some iof- ftheif positive _pressure and 
I-nialnng- it loweri than-it otherwise would be‘; and 
:uausing ' a ‘slowcmovementl iof ‘air "fr-om‘ ‘the teen 
tnédly‘connected :hose, *through ‘ the; shell‘ and’ out 
‘through’ its several :openings i to ‘thoroughly ven 
i?late iall'i-parts of the %patient’s lenc‘losed torso. “ A 
‘ipadf-not'showngmay be ‘providedI'on-which the 
patient mayi‘lie, and said 7'pad?allows itheéair to 
iextendithe effects of ventilation to those'parts rof 
ithe‘rdoody which-may-“be resting ‘thereon. And 
turther; the ventilation action has the ‘effect-‘0f 
periodically -» lifting vthe sealing 'ibands from: the 
patients Is'kin, "ventilating :those “portions, of the 
iskiiniwhich would otherwise have their-pores ~con 
stantly ‘sealediby‘the rubber band. 
‘When ‘the device is to =be-used, Ethe areari-shell 

portionil? is disposed on a suitable support, :such 
asabedf, indicated generally at till,vv with’the "rear 
apron -'extended longitudinally therefrom and ly 
‘ing‘flat on'the support PS0. 'The' patient is- then 
‘placed in the rear-shell part Ill], ‘and ‘the front 
I'shell ‘part II attached. The armyneck and waist 
openings are then "sealed. " 

“In reg-ardtothe seals l’litorthe-arm openings, 
they are 2slipped - over-the arms-and iresil'iently 
attached over the beads 48. ‘Thereafter theities 
l20-1are 1 secured. ~As1~to- thef-neckl opening,‘ ‘the 
clamps 31 are attached sufficiently close ‘to the 
neck "so as to form an airtight seal. 
“Theapron ’-36 of ‘the?front lshell hp'o'rti'on ‘H 

is draped over the patient’s body, an'di'the‘ side 
edges B'I'are tucked underso‘iithatiithei‘pat1ent’s 
weight aids in: the 'formationi'fof ai-tightiseal. 
The ‘strap portions 39 are then-sdrawn- upffo'ver 
the'lower end portion of the-shell;- and-the'rings 
I'40 secured to the‘ hooks 41,1 as: best‘ shown v‘in 
Fig. ‘5. ‘Theends of the belt-$1M“ are: ‘brought 
about the patient’s body and *se‘cured'iby‘means 
of ‘the ring 42,- as shown in' Fig. 1. In eo'rderito 
secure ‘the \ belt ‘in the adjusted-‘position; the ;free 
end‘ portion" 62' is tucked‘ b'eneath‘the ‘adjacent 
portion of'thebelt. ‘The belt'1i3maybesimilarly 
attached. 1With ‘two belts,‘ '41 ' and‘ 43; vvneither “of 
said ‘belts need ' be very tight “in ‘order to i provide 

a‘suitable seal. 'However, under-some'conditions 
the belt 43 is loosely secured, for purposes-to 
be hereinafter‘ described, so"th'at ‘the'"belt"“4| 
must ‘be ‘drawn su?i'ciently lti'ghti‘td'pr'ovide “a 
properseal. 

' The above-described .‘appar‘a‘tus ‘ ‘functions ‘ ‘to 

control the movement of the"ribs'_'and ‘the'do’wn 
ward'pullf of ‘the diaphragm,‘ thereby" ‘controlling 
the intrathoracic ‘negative pressure and in?uenc 
ing‘the return of venous‘ blood;'it‘ also ‘alternately 
changes the‘ atmospheric pressure “surrounding 
thechest to either above or bélowi'that‘exi's'ting 
over the rest of the patients body,-which re 
mains constant, thereby assistingllthe'l?owlin 
the surface vessels \upwardlysand ‘downwardly. 

.ith each reduction ‘of atmospheric pressure 
over the chest, causing ' an inhale,--1the seals- over 
the \ arms, vneck and abdomen (perform a {massag 
inghmotion toward-the )heartpmilkingwhe sur 
face vesselsand releasing, ‘themC when the pres 
sure is reversed. vFurther, when a :partial vacu 
um is created ‘in the shell; that-ia'when the'pres 
sureatherein: is below ra'tmosphericzpressure, blood 
is induced !to :?ow 'baok 'toirthe ih'eart 'moreiqui‘ck 
ly. in other-‘Words, ftheiibloodlfisildrawn'away 
from the 'feet and the brain,~iandlin~~ drawing the - 
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blood» away from the brain the ‘possibility -of"a 
cerebral hemorrhage is greatly'reduced. 

:Itis to be understood, of course, that by' vari 
ous settings of the'pump’ing mechanismyvario'us 
ieiiects can be produced on the bloodstream, and. 
various types of pathology maybe ‘treated. 
Under some conditions, as where'the'patient 

has an abdominal surgical wound, the bolt-43'is 
‘not drawn so tightly so that it does not put any 
pressure on the patient’s abdomen, such ‘an ar 
rangement being shown in Figs. 2 and‘ 3. ‘This 
arrangement, which is used ‘for chestbreathihg, 
shows, Fig. 2, distention of the‘ apron"36"under 
vthe in?uence of positive super-atmospheric pres 
sure within the device, the belt ‘d3 limiting’tout 
ward movement of the apron 36. "In Fig. 3fthe 
apron 36 is shown as being drawn inwardly under 
the in?uence of negative or sub-atmospheric 
pressure in the device. It will be apparent 'from 
the" drawings that the abdominal wound, shown 
in Fig. 3, as being covered by a dressing?lll, ‘is 
‘not subjected to any mechanical pressure. "In 
other words, the pressiu'e 0n the‘stomach 'or'ab 
dominal portion of the'patient’s'body, is any air 
pressure and not a mechanical pressure. 
In Fig. e'iboth the belts 4| and‘ 43‘ are shown 

as being secured about the p'atient’s-bc'idy,v the 
belt 43 not being drawn as tight as'beltl'lll, ‘but 
is drawn close to the abdomen. ~The"advantage 
of this arrangement, as hereinabovepointed-out, 
is that it is not necessary to draw ‘either of the 
belts as tightly as is required where a single'belt 
is used, and the massaging action .is ‘enhanced. 
Thus, the patient is subjected to less pressure 
from the secured waist seal. The arrangement 
shown in Fig. 4 is also used for chest breathing 
only, and in this arrangement, wherein two belts 
are used, there is an added massaging action in 
the region of the waist seal. 
Due to the fact that in the present device 

‘the shell encompasses only the ‘chest region of 
the body, patients may sit up in bed; or even 
stand upon the ?oor. Further, the device ‘does 
not interfere with splints on the arms or'legs. 
For the treatment of some conditions it has 

been found desirable to 1 provide abdominal 
breathing, and in order to induce-such breathing 
with the present apparatus, a relatively rigid ex 
tension or abdominal shield 6-5 is provided, said 
shield being narrower at its free end't? than at 
its attached end Ell. The attached end‘l? offthe 
shield is curved to conform to the ‘edge of "the 
‘waist opening it de?ned by the front shell ‘por 
ition H, and abuts against said edge. Thesides 
of 1the shield ‘65 are curved inwardly'and toward 
the free end as, which has an upwardly curved 
notch-like portion’ 58 to better conform to the patient’s body. 
The means for attachment-of this "shield tothe 

lfront shell member H comprises-a ‘plurality of 
fasteners, each including a‘ metal strip 369, se 
cured to the adjacent portion'of the shield-by 
rivets =1! 6. There is a fastener adjacent ‘the sides 
of the shield 65, and an‘ intermediate fastener 
adjacent the longitudinal center of'the shield. 

front shell part II. The parts vof the fastener 
strips '69 adjacent the slots‘v ‘H, are ‘received-un 
der heads 13 of the bolts 72, whichare tightened 
by ~'meanS of wing nuts 14. 'The strap 4l*is'~ ‘fas 
tened about the pa-tient’s body,-~-as>"has"~already 
been described,- while thestrap 43 encompasses 
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the Shield, it being understood that the apron 
36 is disposed over the shield, and is also en 
compassed by the belt 43. 
Adjustment of the free end of the abdominal 

shield 65 may be made, as indicated by the dotted 
line positions in Fig. 10, by positioning said shield 
as desired and then tightening the wing nuts ‘it. 
This adjustment is made possible by reason of 
the slots ‘H. 
While the shell .of the present device may be 

made of metal, such as aluminum or an alloy 
thereof, it has been found advantageous to form 
said shell of a clear or transparent plastic for 
the psychological effect on the patient who is 
generally conscious when being treated with the 
device. The patient thus knows that the attend 
ing physician can see what is happening within 
the shell and can take appropriate steps at all 
times to make any necessary adjustments of the 
apparatus. 

I claim: 
1. In apparatus of the character described: a 

rigid transparent shell de?ning a pressure cham 
ber for reception of the chest portion of a per 
son to be treated, said shell having arm, neck 
and waist openings; means for sealing the arm 
openings with respect to the arms of said per 
son; means for sealing the neck opening with 
respect to the neck of said person; means for 
sealing the waist opening, said means compris 
ing elastic front and rear aprons secured cen 
trally along an edge portion to the front and 
back respectively of the shell adjacent said waist 
opening; means for securing said aprons in seal 
ing engagement with the shell about the waist 
opening; and means for sealingly securing the 
free end portions of the aprons about the waist 
of said person. 

2. In apparatus of the character described: a 
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10 
rigid shell de?ning a pressure chamber for re 
ception of the chest portion of a person to be 
treated, said shell comprising separable front 
and rear portions, and having arm, neck and 
waist openings; means for sealing the arm open 
ings with respect to the arms of said person; 
means for sealing the neck opening with respect 
to the neck of said person, said latter means 
comprising a pair of front and rear sheet-like 
parts, each of which is connected to respective 
parts of the shell at the neck opening and have 
a portion, adjacent the free end thereof, turned 
inwardly and attached along its side edges" to 
the adjacent edge portions of the rest of the 
sheet-like part, whereby inwardly opening pock 
ets are formed in the neck seal; clamps for se-' 
curing the associated edge margins of said sheet 
like parts; and means for sealing the waist open 
ing with respect to the waist of said person. 

FERDINAND H. TERHAAR. 
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